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1. Introduction

“Firms are increasingly looking beyond ‘standard employment relationships’ for flexibility options” (Nienhüser/Matiaske 2006, 64). Temporary agency work being such an option represents a special kind of employment relation because the employee is connected with two firms. Temporary agency and client share an employer’s rights and duties. Thus, temporary agency workers form part of an organization that is not their own (Garen 2006; Purcell/Purcell/Tailby 2004) and have no employment contract with the client firm that employs them. The industry of temporary agency work showed an increase of 14% in Germany last year (Gertz 2006, 1). Furthermore, temporary agency work has become a very important topic in the discourse on employment policies in Germany (for an overview, see Mitlacher 2006). This is primarily due to the fact that major changes in the German regulation of temporary agency work have taken place. The most important change concerns the introduction of equal pay and equal treatment principles. Despite the nondiscrimination principle, exceptions are statutory, such as the possibility that a collective labor agreement permits divergent regulations.

Simultaneously, ‘human capital management’ (Kessler/Lülfesmann 2006; Scholz/Stein/Bechtel 2004) is currently one of the most discussed topics in ‘human resource management’. The existing literature, for example, investigates the connectedness between ‘human capital,’ training, and education (Booth/Brian 2005; Fabbris 2007; Garloff/Kuckulenz 2006), ‘human capital’ and earning inequality (Teulings 2005), and ‘human capital’ and innovation (Vinding 2006). Investments in human capital of labor are analyzed as well, for example, investments in the human capital of trainees (Sadowski 1980; Sadowski 2002), employees (Casas-Arce 2004; Kessler/Lülfesmann 2006; Otte 2004), and self-employed (Kawaguchi 2001). In contrast to human capital management, little research exists on temporary agency work so far. The economic literature is focused on three main effects: first, whether and how temporary agency work can be a stepping-stone from unemployment to regular jobs (Addison/Surfield 2004; Amuedo-Dorantes/Malo/Munoz-Bullon 2005; Andersson/Wadensjö 2004; Gerfin/Lechner/Steiger 2005; Güell/Petrongolo 2005; Ichino/Mealli/Nannicini 2005; Ichino/Mealli/Nannicini 2006; Kvasnicka 2005; Zijl/Berg/Heyma 2004); second, whether new flexible staffing arrangements lead to a new labor market segmentation (Autor/Houseman 2005a; Autor/Houseman 2005b; Bentolila/Saint-Paul 1992; Doeringer/Piore 1971; Kalleberg 2003; Mitlacher 2005; Pfeifer 2005; Saint-Paul 1996); and third, wage differentials between temporary and permanent staff (Autor/Houseman 2005a; Autor/Houseman 2005b; Kvasnicka/Werwatz 2002; Lane et al. 2003; Segal/Sullivan 1997; Segal/Sullivan 1998).

If flexible working arrangements become more important to the economies, the creation and management of human capital in flexible staffing arrangements bears a challenge for the future, especially when the talent shortage is found as being true (Fitz-enz 2000). Growing diffusion of temporary agency work, on the one hand, and the importance of human capital management, on the other, raises the question which employer – the client or the temporary agency – invests in the human capital of temporary agency workers.
Following the human capital theory by Becker (1964), firms have no incentives to invest in general human capital and prefer to share the costs of investments in specific human capital with the employee. But existing empirical studies (Autor 2001; Bolder/Naevecke/Schulte 2003; Bolder 2005; Felfe et al. 2005; Letourneux 1998; Liden et al. 2003; Seidel 2005; Wiens-Tuers/Hill 2002) show that there have to be some incentives for both – temporary agency and client – to invest in human capital of temporary agency worker. Surprisingly, as all empirical studies highlight, neither temporary agencies nor clients seek to share investment costs with the temporary agency worker. However, there is a lack of theoretical considerations about human capital creation in flexible work arrangements. Therefore, we investigate the investments theoretically and review the small number of existing empirical results. Because of the existing empirical results, we will focus on the incentives for temporary agencies and clients to invest in human capital.

Our paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we present some empirical data about temporary agency work in Germany. Subsequently, we briefly explore the theoretical background of human capital investments following the human capital theory and the concept of psychological contracts. We apply the existing considerations to the special case of flexible work arrangements and analyze the parties’ incentives to invest in the human capital of temporary agency workers. We find some incentives for all parties to invest even in general human capital. After discussing the empirical results, we analyze the evolving externalities of the investments and draw some conclusions in terms of possible implications for temporary agency work itself as well as for further research questions.

2. **Temporary agency work**

By introducing the principles of equal pay and equal treatment in 2004, the German legislative intended to activate the German market for temporary agency work in order to create new jobs (Jahn 2005, 394) and to improve the working conditions for employees (Schlese/Schramm/Bulling-Chabalewski 2005, 569). Amendments were made concerning the allowed maximum period for hiring an employee and the limitations on employment contracts. Eventually, the prohibition of synchronization was abolished so that temporary agencies are now allowed to fix the length of the employment contract corresponding to the hiring contract with the client firm. Finally, temporary agency workers are now treated like regular employees with regard to working conditions (equal treatment) and wages (equal pay) (Burda/Kvasnicka 2006, 203). The only exception to equal pay is an existing collective agreement between the temporary agency and a trade union. In that case, the temporary agency worker may be paid according to that agreement so that compensation based on the client’s wage system can be avoided (Schlese/Schramm/Bulling-Chabalewski 2005, 569).

Although in Germany the demand for temporary agency work is underdeveloped compared to other European countries (in 2002 temporary agency work amounted to 0.6% of total employment, whereas the European Union average was about 2.3%; see Storrie 2002), it has constantly risen in the last years. The turnover in this sector was EUR 7.5 billion in 2004, which represented an increase in market volume of 36.4% compared to the previous year (Lünendonk 2005). Besides a rise in
turnover, the number of temporary agency workers in Germany rose as well. In the first half of 2005, 453,389 temporary agency workers represented 1.73% of all employees subject to social insurance contributions (Federal Employment Agency 2006; Federal Statistical Office Germany 2006). In 2004, the total number of employment relations was 974,000, representing 10% of all new employment relations in the German economy. The movement of temporary agency workers between clients thus amounts to 1.7 times annually (Burda/Kvasnicka 2006, 213) because of the short-term employment relations of temporary agency workers. In 2005, about 14% of all temporary agency employment relations were shorter than one week, 44% lasted from one week to three months, and only 41% exceeded three months (Federal Employment Agency 2006; Federal Statistical Office Germany 2006).

Almost 70% of temporary agency workers were unemployed until their employment contract with the temporary work agency (Federal Employment Agency 2006; Federal Statistical Office Germany 2006). Although more and more high-qualified employees start work as temporary agency workers, one third of all jobs are auxiliary jobs (Burda/Kvasnicka 2006, 218-220). The level of qualifications is significantly lower compared to regular employees (Kvasnicka/Werwatz 2003, 10). A proportion of 30.2% of all temporary agency workers have no vocational education compared to 16.7% employed in the German economy in total.

The main reason for firms to hire temporary agency workers are temporary vacancies (24.8%), seasonal fluctuations (25.6%), peak loads (24.9%), terms of probationary periods in order to hire temporary agency workers as regular employees (8.0%), and other particular requirements (3.4%) (Jahn 2005, 417). Lobbies estimate the ratio of temporary agency workers who use temporary agency work as a stepping-stone to regular employment relations to be about 30% (BZA 2006). Storrie (2002, 59), however, estimates this ratio to be about 19% in Germany, the Netherlands, France, Spain, and the U.K.

3. Investments in the human capital of temporary agency workers

3.1 Basics of human capital theory

Investments in human capital are analyzed by the human capital theory which examines under which conditions investments in human capital are profitable (Backes-Gellner/Lazear/Wolf 2001, 4; Sesselmeier/Blauermel 1998, 65-66). Overall there is a wide range of approaches to human capital theory. The modern concept of human capital theory has been significantly influenced by the considerations of Gary S. Becker (1964). His concept is regarded as fundamental for the question of how investments in human capital can be formed and shared (Leber 2000, 230).

Whether the parties to a contract invest in human capital depends on the competition-relevant attributes of human capital (Becker 1975). General human capital is applicable in all firms and increases the marginal productivity of labor for all employers to the same extent. Thus, firms can compete for this form of human capital, and no employer will be willing to invest in general human capital. Admittedly, the productivity of employees increases, but if they do not receive the whole marginal wage for their productivity, they will be poached by other employers. Thus, the employer can-
not appropriate the income from the investment, and consequently investments in
general human capital are financed by the employees themselves (Alewell 1997, 61).

By contrast, specific human capital is bound to a certain firm and increases mar-
ginal productivity only in the firm in which the training took place (Alewell 1997, 61;
Alewell 1998, 315-316; Leber 2000, 230). As firms do not compete about this type of
human capital, the investing employer can appropriate the income from the invest-
ment. But if he or she finances the training alone, income is hazarded by the dissolu-
tion of the employment relation by the employee. Becker therefore suggests a splitting
of costs and income between employee and employer. Thus, both parties are inter-
ested in a continuity of the employment relation because only in this situation is in-
“By sharing the investment, the parties reduce the likelihood of either party unilater-
ally terminating the employment relationship and imposing on the other party a loss in
his return.” (Hashimoto 1981, 475) The parties’ sharing of investment costs depends
on the firm’s labor turnover rate and wages (Becker 1964, 22). But Becker does not
specify how sharing works concretely (Alewell 1997, 77).

The assumptions made by Becker have been disproved by numerous empirical
investigations, confirming that employers also invest in general human capital (e.g.,
Booth/Bryan 2002; Loewenstein and Spletzer 1999; OECD 2003). Furthermore,
theories analyzing firms’ incentives to invest in general human capital have since been
proposed (Asplund 2004, 49; Kessler/Lülfesmann 2006). Both developments indicate
that there are incentives to invest in human capital apart from Becker’s considerations.
Variant incentive structures stem from two characteristics of labor markets. First, the
labor market can not be assumed as perfect in the neoclassical meaning. Second, labor
contracts are always imperfect and means of human resource management and leader-
ship can be applied in order to motivate the employees. Thus, we will broaden the
theoretical background of our considerations first by theories addressing market im-
perfections and second by the concept of psychological contracts to consider the con-
nectedness of motivation and human capital investments.

3.2 Progresses of human capital theory

Different further developments of the human capital theory abolish the neoclassical
assumptions of perfect markets.

First, asymmetrical information between the employer and external firms con-
cerning the educational background (Katz/Ziderman 1990) or the abilities of the em-
ployee (Acemoglu/Pischke 1998) can cause restrictions of mobility on the labor mar-
ket. Restrictions of mobility on the labor market like the importance of internal labor
markets differ between firms and countries (Sako 1991; Creagh/Brewster 1998).
These restrictions affect investments in general human capital by affording protection
against the poaching of trained employees, thus securing potential income from gen-
eral training where this has been provided (Alewell 1997, 103). “The key is labor mar-
ket imperfections, which imply that trained workers do not get paid their full marginal
product when they change jobs, making technologically general skills de facto spe-
cific”(Acemoglu/Pischke 1999, 540; Groen 2006). Thus, it is not necessary after
transacting an investment to offer a wage that would consume the entire productivity
increase, and the firm can make a productivity gain. In this case, firms have an incentive to invest in general human capital. Acemoglu/Pischke (1999) stress, however, that employers' profit from training is negatively related to the probability that an employee leaves the firm (Acemoglu/Pischke 1999, 540).

Second, Sadowski (1980) examines the effect of firms' investments in vocational training in the binary system, i.e., in general human capital, and criticizes that Becker's theory is interpreted too narrowly. Apart from an increase in productivity, the investment also facilitates the procurement of personnel and its selection (Alewell 1998, 316-317). Under the premise of applicants' incomplete information about the characteristics of the employer (Alewell 1997, 114), the latter can, by participating in the costs of general education, activate the trainees' willingness to enter the firm and raise their expectations of further training in the firm, securing a job for themselves, and chances of being promoted. Thus, expenditure for educational programs is a signal of the degree of the worker orientation of a firm's personnel policy. Its reputation on the market increases, boosting the demand for jobs as well as production possibilities (Sadowski 1980, 81).

Moreover, in light of the heterogeneity of trainees concerning their performance efficiency and of information disadvantages affecting the employer in terms of employees' performance levels, training has a selection effect (Alewell 1997, 114). Firms are able to test and observe trainees during the training period. This activity can be called screening (Milgrom/Roberts 1992, 156). The employer can estimate the work behavior of trainees realistically, thus facilitating selection of particularly productive workers (Alewell 1997, 95) and rendering investment into general human capital economic. However, it is questionable whether these arguments can be transferred to further training.

3.3 Psychological contracts
The human capital theory concentrates particularly on the economic effects of human capital investments, although Becker also stresses that other considerations should be taken into account. “The attention paid to the economic effects of education and other human capital in this study is not any way meant to imply that other effects are unimportant, or less important than the economic ones.” (Becker 1964, 3) The concentration on the economic effects, in particular, is made explicit by the fact that employee turnover depends solely on the wages. However, it has already been clarified that this is not realistic and that there are a number of further turnover causes to be considered (For an overview of the correlates of employee turnover, see Alewell 1997, 125-126). Thus, findings of the behavioral economic research are neglected. But as long as the behavior of the employer influences the engagement and the effort of the employee and thus affects the productivity of employees, these considerations have to be taken into account. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the human capital theory, we introduce the concept of psychological contracts in order to introduce a more comprehensive theory of investments in human capital.

First, turnover barriers can also be traced to the psychological or implicit contract between employers and workers (Scholz 2000, 401-402). The psychological contract (the concept was first used by Argyris 1960, but probably the most widely known
work on this topic stems from Rousseau 1995; for further developments of the concept, see also Anderson/Schalk 1998) contains mutual expectations and offers by employers and employees, which go beyond the mutual obligations contained in formal contracts. These usually implicit offers and expectations can be based on verbal promises of the parties or derive from organization-specific events and the behavior of superiors and other employees (Grote/Raeder 2003; Rousseau 1995). If the expectations and obligations of the parties are confirmed, a long-term relationship (Rousseau 1995, 9-10) is possible, and uncertainties as to the contractual relation will be lowered (Anderson/Schalk 1998, 640). Core components of the psychological contract are job security, career possibilities, confidence, loyalty, commitment (Brickman 1987, 2), and motivation (Anderson/Schalk 1998; Robinson 1995; Rousseau 1990).

Second, psychological contracts and their fulfillment have an impact on the engagement and the effort of the employee. The traditional psychological contract offered long-term employment security to the employees, for which loyalty and commitment were expected (Schein 1980, 22-24). However, as a result of an increased flexibility of employment relations, psychological contracts changed. Thus, firms cannot guarantee their employees long-term employment relations anymore and therefore offer to maintain or increase the employees’ labor market employability status. The employees’ expectations shift from employment security to employability (for a summary of changes in the psychological contract, see Anderson/Schalk 1998 and Raeder/Grote 2001). Thus, increased employability replaces job security in the psychological contract (Raeder/Grote 2001, 353).

From firms’ point of view, the new psychological contract is fulfilled, if the initiative of employees for advancement is permitted, qualification possibilities are offered and supported in temporal and financial terms. From the employees’ point of view, the contract is fulfilled, if they take responsibility for their development, train themselves further, and participate in the implementation of the firm’s objectives, showing motivation and reliability (Semling 2004).

Thus, the new psychological contract demands investment by the employer in general human capital. If this does not happen, the contract is violated. The results are lack of confidence and declining commitment (Robinson 1995, 103). Low commitment, in turn, negatively affects the productivity, satisfaction, and fluctuation of employees (Felfe et al. 2005, 105). Thus, a violation of the psychological contract also has economic consequences. In case of adherence to the contract and the ensuing low fluctuation, investments in general human capital are to be endorsed, also from the viewpoint of human capital theory.

New developments in the human capital theory and findings of the behavioral economic are merged together, because firms do not only invest in human capital because of a costs-and-benefits-analysis. The previous remarks show that not only specific but also general human capital investments of the employer can be economically meaningful. These considerations can be applied to every investment in human capital. The next section aims to examine the findings relating to the special case of temporary agency work.
3.4 Investments in the human capital of temporary agency workers

Investments of temporary agencies

Investments in the human capital of temporary agency workers mean their productivity rises. The temporary agency is then able to hire out qualified employees more flexibly, for one thing, and for more ambitious tasks, for another. Hence income is generated in the form of higher lending fees. Client firms also expect the temporary agency workers’ knowledge to be up to date. Human capital is thus crucial for the successful operations of temporary agencies. Just as job requirements change over time, so temporary agencies need to upgrade their employees’ qualifications. Investments in human capital lead to a better chance of survival in competition because these focus on the quality of the employees (Gertz 2006). For agencies specializing in certain industrial sectors, in particular, investments in job-specific human capital are important (Föhr 1998, 72-73), while those serving a broad range of clients will tend to invest in general human capital. However, human capital which is specific for a particular client will not be funded because it does not lead to higher productivity in other firms.

Following Becker, temporary agencies should not invest in any kind of human capital. Even if productivity rises, temporary agency workers should be paid according to their marginal productivity. Otherwise, they would be lured away because of a complete labor market. If temporary agency workers are paid according to their marginal productivity, their wages consume the lending fees, and the temporary agency would neither earn profit nor have any financial capital to invest in human capital (Backes-Gellner/Lazar/Wolff 2001, 34).

However, if we assume information asymmetry, the logical consequences change. The probability of a temporary agency worker being lured away drops because other firms are not able to estimate the value of the human capital correctly. Thus, the temporary agency could pay wages below marginal productivity without the risk of losing a worker. Consequently, investments in human capital can be amortized. Acemoglu/Pischke (1999) stress the negative correlation between a temporary agency worker’s probability to be lured away and the profits of human capital investment. However, labor turnover is higher for temporary agency workers than for regular employees. Thus, even under asymmetrical information the probability for human capital investments in temporary agency workers is low compared to regular employees (Förster/Sels 2003, 645).

Up to now, we have only discussed the increase in productivity which stems from human capital investments. But there are some spin-offs that result from these investments. Sadowski (1980) emphasized that investors in human capital gain some information about future productivity. In this sense, investments imply a screening function that facilitates decisions about the recruitment of personnel (Sadowski 2002, 61). In terms of vocational training, the screening function of human capital investments has been proved (Euwals/Winkelmann 2001).

Autor (2001) analyzed the effect of the screening and self-selection instruments on temporary agencies in the U.S. He assumed that human capital investments lead to a greater rise in productivity for high-skilled than low-skilled workers. On account of qualification advantages of those more highly skilled, employers have the possibility to
offer a package of training activities and lower wages, having the effect of self-selection. High-skilled workers will choose such firms and anticipate higher wages in the future, while low-skilled workers will not pick them because of low wages and limited wage rises expected in the future. Moreover, employers have only incomplete information about employees’ productivity at the beginning of an employment relation. During training, they may screen employees and gain information about their productivity. Ultimately, investments in general human capital ease the marketing of employees (Autor 2001). Autor empirically verified his theory for a U.S. sample. One cannot easily transfer his results to Germany, because there are major differences between the U.S. and German markets for temporary agency work. In the U.S., high-skilled temporary agency workers are much more common (Gertz 2006). Furthermore, firms regularly use temporary agency work for recruiting regular staff (21% in the U.S., 8% in Germany) (Jahn 2005, 400, 417). In view of the growing number of high-skilled temporary agency workers, Autor’s model might fit Germany as well.

Sadowski has highlighted that fluctuation is not only a matter of wages but also of investments in human capital (Sadowski 2002, 61). The aspect of employability enhanced by training might be a reason for temporary agency workers not to leave the agency. Training improves a firm’s image so that recruiting will be simplified (Sadowski 1980, 81). Especially concerning the recruiting of high-qualified temporary agency workers, a positive image is crucial because high-skilled employees expect further training required by their jobs because specialized knowledge needs to be continuously updated (Pelka 2005).

Flexible employment has a bearing on psychological contracts. According to McLean/Kidder/Gallagher (1998), new types of employment lead to more fragmented and ambiguous psychological contracts. Thus, the contracts are more likely to be breached. Van Dyne/Ang (1998) stressed that temporary employees have a lower commitment than regular employees. Therefore, the triangle of employment relations, between temporary agency workers, temporary agency, and client firm, causes problems for the psychological contract because the triangle increases complexity and uncertainty (Mitlacher 2005, 383).

Empirical research shows that commitment of temporary agency workers to their clients increases productivity and job satisfaction (Felfe et al. 2005, 112). For this reason, the temporary agency should be interested in enhancing the commitment. The concept of psychological contracts underscores that commitment will increase if implicit expectations are fulfilled. According to the new psychological contract, temporary agency workers expect the temporary agency employer to increase their employability. Thus, investments in general human capital improve the psychological contract. Especially for employees who are valuable and not substitutable, employers will not contravene the psychological contract (Rousseau 1995, 85). When commitment is high and, accordingly, the probability of fluctuation is low, investments in human capital are worthwhile because the probability of amortization increases.

Up to now, no study exists addressing the correlation between training and commitment with respect to temporary agency workers. But Liden et al. (2003) analyzed fairness and encouragement to have a favorable effect on employees’ commitment and productivity. Van Dyne/Ang (1998) note that when organizations treat contin-
gent workers with respect and do not view them as peripheral, some contingent workers will have high commitment to the organizations, a positive view of their psychological contracts, and will engage in organizational citizenship just like regular employees. Felfe et al. (2005, 101-109) show that temporary agencies’ characteristics like assets and power raise the temporary agency workers’ commitment. If the employer shows he or she may be able to invest in human capital, the employees’ commitment increases. Galunic/Anderson (2000) show for insurance agents that investments in general human capital boost the agents’ commitment to the insurance company.

So far there are hardly any empirical findings on the training behavior of temporary agencies in Germany. However, international studies show that training is rarely made possible for temporary agency workers, and that their chances to receive training are smaller than those of the temporary agency’s permanent staff. Many studies do not consider temporary agency work separately, but look at all forms of flexible employment. Their results usually show which kind of employee is trained more and which less. Some studies come to the conclusion that employees with flexible work contracts and “contingent workers,” e.g., in the Netherlands, receive only about half as much training as workers with unlimited contracts (Rogowski/Wilthagen 2004, 157). An analysis on the basis of the Third European Survey on Working Conditions concluded that, compared with unlimited and limited employees, temporary agency workers are the least trained (Storrie 2002, 3).

In the context of a symposium organized by the Federal Institute for Vocational Training on October 20-21, 2005, on the topic of “Competence Development in Temporary Agency Work,” first empirical results, particularly for temporary agency work in Germany, were presented. There was one report submitted by the “Institute for Development Planning and Structural Research” at the University of Hannover, based on telephone interviews of temporary agencies in 2004. It emerged that for only a quarter of the agencies further training played a rather important role and only about half of them engaged in further training at all. Training took place predominantly in the lending-free time and included mainly technical subjects. A focused competence development within the framework of temporary agency work was an exception (Seidel 2005).

Another report concerned the results of an empirical study entitled “Competence Training in Temporary Agency Work,” presented at the symposium. The study comprised a postal survey of all North Rhine-Westphalian temporary agencies as well as expert interviews with officials representing the sector of temporary work agencies and dispatchers of these agencies. The study aimed to clarify the training activities and offers of the firms and their appraisal of the chances of competence development in temporary agency work (Bolder 2005, 2). According to experts’ statements, further training activities in temporary agency work are becoming more significant, in particular against the background of a prognosticated lack of skilled personnel. Usually, though, longer-term qualifications were not initiated for urgent economic reasons. Moreover, a lack of motivation for further training on the part of temporary agency workers and the short retention times of employees in the firms were further causes of limited further training activities. Only short-term measures, serving the acquisition
of simple skills, were offered in the periods when temporary workers were not hired out to clients (Bolder 2005, 1-3).

In the survey of the temporary agencies, five out of six stated that they provided further training for their employees. However, according to the authors, this ratio appears very high and hardly realistic, especially in view of the skeptical estimates of experts. A varnished description of the situation can thus be assumed (Bolder 2005, 5). Furthermore, one agency in four supports only their own permanent staff, which reduces the proportion to ca. two thirds. The authors assume that only about half of the agencies offer any form of further training (Bolder 2005, 5).

The chances of employees to receive further training in temporary agencies differ as a function of the proximity to the operational core. Thus, the comparison of specialized temporary agencies with mixed firms (also offering other services) shows that the more of the agency’s own personnel is involved, the greater are the chances of further training (Bolder 2005, 9-10). The reasons most frequently given to explain the lack of further training activities are that employee qualifications are sufficient, or requirements are met by new recruitments (Bolder 2005, 6).

Theoretically, it could be shown that the further training of temporary agency workers can be quite useful for temporary agencies. This has so far not been sufficiently empirically confirmed, though. But the available empirical studies unanimously confirm that further training activities of temporary agencies are rather limited in practice. This is made particularly clear by the differences in the training activities offered to permanent staff and temporary agency workers. The reasons given for the agencies’ behavior is insufficient, however.

**Investments of clients**

If clients invest in the human capital of temporary agency workers, the latter’s productivity rises. They can be used more flexibly, requirements can be better fulfilled, and the quality of the production output increases. From the clients’ point of view the consideration both of general and specific human capital is useful, because in contrast to the temporary agencies, firm- and job-specific human capital can be generated within the firms.

According to the human capital theory, the employer can keep the income from investments in specific human capital since this represents no value in other firms. However, the costs of qualifications amortize only, if the employment relationship lasts long enough. But this is usually not requested by the client, because long-term employment relations are not intended with respect to temporary agency work. Predominantly short-term motives like flexibility in adapting manpower to requirements, balancing overloads in peak periods, or filling vacancies are major reasons for using temporary agency work. A client will thus hardly be interested to invest in the specific human capital of the temporary agency worker and rather want to reduce the investment risks regarding human capital by using temporary agency work. The necessary qualifying measures are shifted on the temporary agencies (Nienhüser/Baumhus 2002, 82-83). However, since temporary agency workers are not familiar with their job in the client firm, the latter cannot completely refrain from further training. Some job-specific training at least can thus be expected, promising
a short-term repayment (Forrier/Sels 2003, 645). Potential qualifications will therefore be limited to the necessary familiarization with the workplace in order to save costs but also to ensure productivity of the employees.

There are some clients, however, who use temporary agencies for the achievement of long-term objectives. In this case, investments in the human capital of temporary agency workers can be quite profitable since income from productivity growth covers any costs of training in the long term. In the past, legal limitations on the length of assignments used to prevent long-term employments. But since the deregulation in 2004, assignments may last long enough to amortize investments (Böhm 2005, 561). But profits may still be threatened by the employees' termination of the employment relationship. According to Becker, a sharing of costs and profits between temporary agency worker and temporary agency is advisable concerning specific investments in human capital. In the relationship between client firms and temporary agency workers, however, this cannot be achieved by wage adjustments, because the parties are not bound by a contract, and the clients do not pay wages to the temporary agency worker – except a fee to the temporary agency which then pays the temporary employee. In the case of specific human capital investments, the client is thus left unprotected against the movement of labor via higher wages.

Some other clients do not use temporary agency work as an instrument for flexibly adjusting their manpower but for recruiting and testing employees. Generally, though, this possibility is rarely used (Bolder/Naevecke/Schulte 2003, 7). Usually, the employment of temporary agency workers occurs only when recruitment is already planned and risks of direct recruiting need to be minimized. If this is the case, there is a good probability to achieve a training-related wage rise for temporary agency workers (Bolder/Naevecke/Schulte 2003, 10) since costs for specific training can be amortized after recruiting the employees. After recruitment the client is able to protect him- or herself by wage adjustments against the worker leaving the firm.

Following human capital theory, clients' decision not to invest in general human capital is unrelated to their reason for using temporary agency work. The explanation is that the temporary agency worker may move to another employer so that investments would constitute a high economic risk. Even if there is asymmetrical information, investments do not seem useful because fluctuation is high and amortization unlikely.

But as mentioned above, investments in general human capital do not only lead to a higher productivity. Temporary agency employment can also be seen as an extended probation. On the one hand, temporary agency workers can be tested and screened by the client by way of training-on-the-job. Work habits can be anticipated during training. Thus, the employer is better equipped to make decisions and can optimize recruiting (Sadowski 1980, 81). On the other hand, temporary employment as such can be seen as a marketing activity, increasing the willingness of temporary agency workers to be hired by a client if they are searching for a regular employment relation and opportunities for advancement. Consequently, the client's reputation as an employer increases, and is the greater the higher the perceived value of training. After hiring the temporary agency worker on a permanent basis the client can amortize the investments in human capital by way of wage adjustments.
The signaling effect of training is not necessarily limited to hired temporary agency workers but may also reach other potential employees. If a firm’s effort to invest in human capital is noticed, investments can advance the firm’s image as employer and thus ease recruitment in general (Sadowski 1980, 82). For temporary agencies, investments in human capital improve their image vis-à-vis clients because such investments can be taken to signal high quality of the temporary agency workers.

Despite the nonexistent contract between client and temporary agency worker, there exists a psychological contract. According to this new psychological contract, temporary agency workers expect an enhancement of their employability. Confirmation of this contract leads to an increased productivity by the employee and thus improves the effectivity of the assignment, whereas its cancellation lowers commitment, motivation, and productivity. Felfé et al. (2005) showed that commitment is crucial for the productivity of temporary agency workers and deduced that it should therefore be boosted. They argued that for this reason, clients should take care not to violate the psychological contract, especially in case they intend to employ the temporary agency worker on a regular basis. Investments in human capital constitute an advance in trust. Even when the temporary agency worker is not recruited by a firm but hired out for a long-term assignment, investments in human capital may be profitable because they lower fluctuation and increase productivity.

Liden et al. (2003) showed that fairness and encouragement by the client improve the commitment of the temporary agency worker. Felfé et al. (2005) found that the conditions at the client firm regarding tasks, working atmosphere, and management style correspond with the commitment shown to the client in return. To date, there is no empirical study on the impact of investments in human capital on commitment. Even so it can be assumed that such investments do have an impact on commitment just as working atmosphere and management style. Opportunities for training can also improve the working atmosphere. Galunic/Anderson (2000) pointed out that investments in general human capital impact positively on commitment. Their study focused on insurance agents but can be easily transferred to temporary agency workers.

Up to now, there are no empirical studies on investments in human capital by client firms. The firms’ main reason for avoiding investments is that short-term assignments may inhibit amortization. A survey of firms in Germany (Bolder 2005, 14) confirms this aspect. The survey highlights that clients do not feel responsible for training. Occasionally, clients provide training on the job if the job requirements compel the client to invest (Bolder 2005, 11). However, clients who cover short-term vacancies by using temporary agency work will not invest in human capital because they request a temporary agency worker who meets their requirements in the first place.

Whether clients train depends, however, on their motives to use temporary agency work. If the short-term fulfillment of personnel requirements is a central concern, a client will hardly provide further training. In that case, it is up to the temporary agency workers themselves to cope with new challenges. But if the client’s main motives are to test new employees without risk or to solve mismatch problems on the labor market, there may well be chances of further training. These motives seem to be rarely present, however (Bolder 2005, 11-12). Letourneux (1998), in his study based on the Second European Survey on Working Conditions, found that 35% of permanent staff but only
12% of temporary agency workers were trained in the preceding 12 months. As for human capital investments, firms seem to concentrate on the remaining permanent staff, thereby profiting from outsourcing (Nienhüser/Baumhus 2002, 97).

For the Belgian temporary agency market Forrier/Sels (2003) examined the training possibilities of temporary agency workers in the firms. Surprisingly, they could not find a significant difference between the probability of training for temporary agency workers and permanent staff (Forrier/Sels 2003, 652). It became clear, though, that clients tended to pay for training of permanent staff rather than for training of temporary agency workers. Furthermore, the probability of finance coming from an employer is lower for shorter-term rather than longer-term employments. Generally, in the case of temporary agency workers, investments transacted are mainly in jobspecific human capital (Forrier/Sels 2003, 660). The assumption that employees who are tested and undergo a probationary period for permanent employment receive more training than those who cannot be confirmed (Forrier/Sels 2003, 657).

All in all, a uniform picture emerges from the point of view of client firms both in the study’s theoretical and empirical sections. As the majority (approx. 75%) of them uses temporary agency work for the flexible fulfillment of temporary personnel requirements, they do not consider it economically meaningful to invest in the human capital of temporary agency workers. Only a certain initial training, i.e., familiarization with job-specific knowledge, pays off in the form of short-term productivity increases. Beyond that, specific training pays only if clients use temporary agency work for longterm employments, for example, with respect to projects extending over several years, or for recruiting personnel. But the share of these firms is very small. The handling of special tasks represents only 3.4% of the reasons given for the use of temporary agency work, and only 8% of the firms use temporary agency work as a recruiting instrument. In making investments in general human capital, further income components, apart from the growth in productivity, are also important.

Externalities and possible solutions
Investments in the human capital of temporary agency workers lead to positive externalities impacting not only on the investor but also on all other parties involved. For example, a temporary agency’s investment in general human capital increases the productivity of an employee, which, in turn, benefits the client. In particular, the client firm benefits when it uses temporary agency work as a recruiting instrument. As the temporary agency screens potential employees by way of training, the client firm profits because the latter have already been tested and approved and save transaction costs for recruiting. However, this externality takes effect only when the tasks involved require little firm-specific knowledge. There is empirical evidence for this hypothesis verifying that the recruitment of personnel via temporary agencies is more profitable when low-skilled employees are involved (Jahn 2005, 400).

The temporary agency is interested in training its employees during lending-free periods so that it can demand higher lending fees for future placements and protects its investments by contracts. If the agency trains employees during assignments, that is, after fixing the fee and making the contract with the client, it will avoid investments in human capital because the returns are insecure. If the client recruits the employee,
the agency cannot amortize investments made. Therefore, the costs of training activities need to be shared between agency and client to minimize investment risks. But it is also conceivable that the implicit contract between agency and client encourages investments (Rousseau 1995, 34) when these are considered to foster customer loyalty. Thus, investments by the agency are feasible in highly competitive markets, or if the client has bargaining power (Neugart 2003, 29). Additionally, the agency can bargain for a fee if the temporary agency worker is recruited by the client as a regular employee.

It is not only the clients but also the temporary agency workers who profit from the agency’s investments in human capital. First, their wages rise by accumulation of human capital. Second, their employability improves, and temporary agency work might serve as a stepping-stone to regular employment. Thus, the agency might want temporary agency workers to share costs by paying a fee or accept lower wages. But acceptance of lower wages is limited by collective labor agreements providing that wages do not fall below a minimum level. Another possibility for agencies to motivate agency workers to share costs is to provide a training infrastructure, in return for spare time sacrificed by the workers. The agency can reduce any risks by bargaining for a clause that binds agency workers to the agency for a specific time.

Clients and temporary agency workers profit from investments by the agency, but vice versa the agency also profits from investments by the client. After investments by the client in general human capital, agencies can raise their fees. For this reason, clients may demand that agencies should share in the costs. For specific human capital investments cost sharing is not anticipated, but might be useful in the context of the psychological contract. Empirical studies have found that agencies rarely share in the further training activities of clients (Seidel 2005). However, to introduce safeguards committing a temporary agency worker to a client seems hardly feasible because there is no mutual contract. The fact is, though, that investments of the client in general human capital result in a higher productivity of, and higher wages for, temporary agency workers. Because of the nonexistent contract, a sharing of costs is possible only via direct payments or investments in the form of spare time. If clients want to recruit temporary agency workers for their regular staff, sharing in terms of reduced wages following the actual employment might be possible. If clients invest in specific human capital, temporary agency workers only profit if they are recruited. Sharing in investment can then be effected by way of reduced wages (Rudolph 2003, 23).

In summarizing all the arguments, it can be said that there will be external effects by any investment in human capital, which can be internalized by cost sharing. Besides, the party best informed about future requirements should arrange for further training. As far as general human capital is concerned, this is probably the agency, which knows how to market the temporary agency worker in the future. As for specific human capital, the clients are best informed about their own future requirements and thus should organize further trainings.

4. Conclusions

Apparently, as the ratio of regular employment relations is decreasing firms introduce different employment relations serving various flexibility options. Accordingly, the ratio of temporary agency workers will increase in the next years. The growing diffusion
of temporary agency work, on the one hand, and the importance of human capital management, on the other, confront us with the question who will invest in the human capital of temporary agency workers. Up to now, few theoretical and empirical studies exist on human capital management in relation to temporary agency workers. We have tried to fill this gap by analyzing the incentives of temporary agencies and clients and reviewing existing empirical results.

According to Becker’s concept of human capital theory, neither the temporary agency nor the client should invest in human capital because both cannot amortize their investments. But temporary agency work itself can be seen as an indication of imperfect markets and especially of incomplete information. Under neoclassical market conditions, firms would not need an intermediate to recruit employees so fast even for short-term assignments. We have therefore analyzed temporary agencies’ and clients’ incentives to invest in the general human capital of temporary agency workers.

Becker’s theory only takes costs and amortization of investments in human capital into account. But temporary agencies and clients have incentives to invest in the human capital of temporary agency workers because investments in human capital are not only a matter of cost accounting, but also a result of asymmetrical information, a tool to screen and select new employees and can be introduced in order to motivate staff by fulfilling the psychological contract. Recapitulating our considerations, there are incentives to invest in the human capital of temporary agency workers. Thus, an increase in flexible working arrangements will not lead to a shortage of talents on principle.

We have shown that temporary agencies are interested to invest in general human capital in order to earn higher profits and screen their employees. Clients, in turn, are interested in investing in specific human capital when they wish to recruit temporary agency workers as regular employees. However, externalities are involved in any investment in human capital. Thus, Becker’s basic thesis about sharing the costs and profits of investments is still relevant but has to be extended to investments in general human capital.

The question of how exactly the parties should share their costs and profits and whether they can share investment costs with the temporary agency workers cannot be answered without analyzing those parties’ definite characteristics. Moreover, these may significantly influence not only cost and profit sharing but also the parties’ incentives to invest in human capital (Groen 2006). For instance, one party’s strength might either facilitate own investments and amortization or make it easier to compel other parties to invest. Wiens-Tuers/Hill (2002) analyzed the influence of firms’ characteristics on their willingness to invest in the human capital of temporary workers. Surprisingly, they found firm size to have no significant influence either on the probability or the extent of further training. However, conditions on sales markets as well as high performance work practices sharply influence such training. It can be assumed that this applies to investments in the human capital of temporary agency workers as well, but we leave this question for future research.

Additionally, future research on uncertainty of investments in human capital is needed. It can be assumed that the efficiency of investments has an effect on the pro-
pensity to invest in human capital. If there is a time lag between investments and increased efficiency or there is uncertainty about the efficiency of trainings at all, the propensity to invest will be lowered, especially in short-term assignments.
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